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Retailers support measures to help farmers in
Omnibus Regulation – if they support competition
Responding to the adoption today by the European Parliament and Council of the text agreed in
October in trilogue discussions on the Omnibus Regulation Christian Verschueren, DirectorGeneral of EuroCommerce said:
“Retailers and wholesalers have always supported measures that help farmers organise better in
order to improve their ability to negotiate with the rest of the supply chain. A healthy and agile
farming sector, able to operate successfully in a competitive market, is in the interests of
everyone in the supply chain, including consumers. There is therefore much in the text agreed
today which we can wholeheartedly support.”
The so-called Omnibus Regulation was originally proposed by the Commission as an instrument
aimed at adjusting the way the CAP worked in terms of budget and the Common Market
Organisations set up under the CMO Regulation1. The European Parliament extended the scope
of the proposal to cover a number of wider issues. Of these, the retail and wholesale sector
supports a key proposal to allow farmers to join forces and carry out joint activities such as
planning, production and marketing, provided that it maintains and promotes competition and
helps farmers organise better to produce the foods which consumers want.
The new regulation also gives farmers the right to ask for a written contract, except when dealing
with an SME.
Verschueren added: “Countries where farmers are better organised have demonstrated that this
makes them better off and more competitive. This is a pattern we want to see replicated and
promoted across Europe. But it is also important that the measures agreed by the Council and EP
today also support proper competition. These measures will certainly do more to help farmers’
position in the supply chain than any EU legislation on trading practices. We are concerned that
regulating trading practices will do nothing to help farmers or improve the functioning of the
Single Market. Instead we would call on the Commission to facilitate a wide stakeholder dialogue
on further ways of building farmers’ resilience.”
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EuroCommerce is the principal European organisation representing the retail and wholesale sector. It embraces national associations in 31 countries and 5.4 million
companies, both leading multinational retailers such as Carrefour, Ikea, Metro and Tesco, and many small family operations. Retail and wholesale provide a link
between producers and 500 million European consumers over a billion times a day. It generates 1 in 7 jobs, providing a varied career for 29 million Europeans,
many of them young people. It also supports millions of further jobs throughout the supply chain, from small local suppliers to international businesses.
EuroCommerce is the recognised European social partner for the retail and wholesale sector.

